Printed array of thin-dielectric metal-oxide-metal (MOM) tunneling diodes
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A large area array of metal-oxide-metal (MOM) tunneling diodes with an ultrathin dielectric (~3.6 nm aluminum oxide) have been fabricated via a transfer-printing process. The MOM diodes exhibit an excellent tunneling behavior that is suitable for rectifying high-frequency ac current into direct current (dc). Direct tunneling and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling have been observed over eight orders of magnitude in current density. The ratio between forward and reverse current is as large as two orders of magnitude. Simulations have been carried out to extract the static device parameters and have confirmed the existence of a dipole layer at the aluminum/aluminum oxide interface of the printed tunneling diodes. Capacitance measurements have shown that the permittivity of the ultrathin aluminum oxide film is smaller than that of bulk aluminum oxide. The mechanical yield of the transfer-printing process is better than 80%, confirming that transfer printing is a promising candidate for the efficient fabrication of quantum devices over large areas.


I. INTRODUCTION

Dipole antenna-coupled metal-oxide-metal diode detectors have been shown to be very promising for the absorption of electromagnetic radiation in the long-wave infrared (LWIR) band.1,2 These detectors offer full compatibility with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology as well as high-speed and uncooled room-temperature operation in a small pixel footprint.3 The most challenging device in these detectors is the metal-oxide-metal (MOM) tunneling diode as it requires a very thin, defect-free, and compact tunneling oxide. By selecting electrode metals with dissimilar work functions, the tunneling current through the thin dielectric becomes asymmetric with respect to the polarity of the voltage applied across the MOM diode. On this account, MOM tunneling diodes have the potential for excellent rectification at high frequencies.4 MOM tunneling diodes fabricated by a combination of metal vacuum deposition, natural oxidation, electron-beam lithography, and lift-off techniques have shown very promising performance.5,6 However, because of long exposure times and poor cost effectiveness, this fabrication method is not suitable for the production of dense arrays of hundreds or thousands of tunneling diodes for imaging devices. An alternative promising fabrication technique is the direct transfer printing. A single metal layer7 or a stack of different materials (e.g., metals and insulators8) was prepared on a stamp and then transferred onto a target substrate. Up to now, only stacks with thicknesses in the range of several tens of nanometers have been realized and transferred.9 For the application discussed here, thinner oxides down to a few nanometers are needed to permit large quantum-tunneling current densities.10,11

This article reports the fabrication process of aluminum/aluminum oxide/gold (Al/AlO_x/Au) tunneling diodes with a very thin (3.6 nm thick) and compact oxide dielectric, the mechanical yield of the transfer printing process, and the electrical performance of the printed MOM tunneling diodes. The layer stack of the MOM diode structures was deposited onto a suitable stamp, and then the entire diodes were transfer-printed in a single printing step onto the target substrate to allow for the electrical characterization of the devices. Direct tunneling and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling have been observed, and the material characteristics were extracted by comparing the experimental measurements with microscopic simulations based on a kinetic Monte Carlo model.

II. FABRICATION

A silicon wafer covered with a hydrophobic organic self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane as an anti-sticking layer is used as a stamp. To create the hydrophobic SAM, the wafer is briefly exposed to an oxygen plasma (to create a density of hydroxyl groups sufficient for molecular self-assembly).13,14 Placed for 30 min into a vacuum chamber along with 0.5 ml of perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane at a pressure of 10 mbar, and then annealed at ~140 °C on a hotplate. The SAM coverage reduces the surface energy to 20 mJ/m², making the wafer suitable as a stamp. Due to the excellent stability of silane SAMs on silicon,15,16 the stamp can be utilized repeatedly without damaging the anti-sticking SAM.

The entire MOM tunneling diode is then created on the SAM-covered silicon stamp. First, a stack of 10 nm thick gold followed by 20 nm thick aluminum is deposited by vacuum evaporation through a shadow mask. This Au/Al stack...
The printing process.26 A UV and plasma treatment.22,23 allowed to oxidize and titanol surface groups are created by oration through a second shadow mask. The titanium is oxygen plasma, treated with HCl to form silanol surface groups24 and then dried with compressed nitrogen. Transfer probe pads are then transfer-printed onto the target substrate, namely a silicon wafer covered with a 200 nm thick layer of thermally grown silicon dioxide (Fig. 1). Prior to printing, the surface of the target substrate is exposed to an oxygen plasma, treated with HCl to form silanol surface groups24 and then dried with compressed nitrogen. Transfer printing is performed using an Obducat NIL 2.5 Nanoimprinter at a temperature of 200 °C and a pressure of 50 bar for 5 min. During the transfer process, the titanol and silanol surface groups on the stamp and on the substrate react to titansiloxanes under water release.25 This reaction is strongly promoted by drying the surfaces prior to transfer and removing physisorbed water from the interface at 200 °C during the printing process.26

Depositing the top and bottom electrodes through two different shadow masks makes it possible to also create a metal probe pad for each electrode to facilitate electrical characterization of the printed diodes. The active area of the diodes is the area by which the top and bottom electrodes overlap, as defined by the overlap of the designed shadow-mask features.

The completed diodes (Au/Al/AIO₃/Au/TiOₓ), including the probe pads are then transfer-printed onto the target substrate, namely a silicon wafer covered with a 200 nm thick layer of thermally grown silicon dioxide (Fig. 1). Prior to printing, the surface of the target substrate is exposed to an oxygen plasma, treated with HCl to form silanol surface groups24 and then dried with compressed nitrogen. Transfer printing is performed using an Obducat NIL 2.5 Nanoimprinter at a temperature of 200 °C and a pressure of 50 bar for 5 min. During the transfer process, the titanol and silanol surface groups on the stamp and on the substrate react to titansiloxanes under water release.25 This reaction is strongly promoted by drying the surfaces prior to transfer and removing physisorbed water from the interface at 200 °C during the printing process.26

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several hundred MOM diodes were transferred from the stamp to the target substrate in a single printing step in a normal laboratory (i.e., non-cleanroom) environment. In order to quantify the mechanical yield of the transfer process, we have imaged the printed devices by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and counted the number of diodes that appear to have been transferred properly (like the diode shown in Fig. 1) and those that appear to have been damaged or transferred incompletely. By defining the transfer yield as the number of diodes that appear in the SEM images as properly transferred divided by the number of diodes that were originally created on the stamp, the transfer yield is 83%. In Fig. 2, the transfer yield is plotted as a function of the active area of the tunneling diodes, which ranges over three orders of magnitude. As can be seen, the mechanical transfer yield is above 70% over the entire range of diode areas. The transfer yield appears to be limited by particles on the surfaces that prevent substrate and stamp from making physical contact, leading to damage or incomplete transfer. This may explain why the transfer yield appears to decrease for larger areas where the probability for features to overlap with particles on the surface is expected to be higher. Clearly, under cleanroom conditions this problem would be substantially less severe. Atomic force microscope (AFM) measurements performed on the diode structures prior to printing and after printing confirm the structural integrity of the transferred diodes, as the total thickness of the devices does not change upon transfer.

These results show that by careful selection of materials and by adjusting the adhesive forces between the stamp surface and the top electrode as well as those between the bottom electrode and the surface of the target substrate, complete MOM diodes can be transfer-printed with large yield and excellent integrity.

The current-voltage characteristics of the transfer-printed MOM tunneling diodes are measured in ambient air at room temperature by contacting the printed top and bottom electrodes outside of the active diode area using probe needles and a parameter analyzer. In our measurements, the aluminum top electrode is set to ground potential, a positive

![FIG. 1. SEM image of a printed MOM tunneling diode. The substrate is a thermally oxidized silicon wafer. The MOM diode is defined by the overlap of the gold electrode located at the bottom and the aluminum electrode located at the top. The tunneling dielectric is 3.6 nm thick AIO₃ produced by plasma oxidation of the aluminum electrode prior to Au evaporation and printing. The entire MOM diode was transferred from a stamp onto the target substrate in a single printing step.](image1)

![FIG. 2. (Color online) Mechanical yield of the transfer-printing process plotted as a function of the active area of the MOM tunneling diodes. As can be seen, a high yield of about 83% is obtained over a wide range of diode area.](image2)
The Tsu-Esaki formula\(^2\) where \(m_c\) is the conductivity mass for the injected electrons which is identical. Furthermore, the current densities in the transversal energy \(E_{\text{tr}}\) calculated in the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation. A close agreement with the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 3, is achieved by assuming an effective tunneling mass of \(m_{\text{tr}} = 0.38 \cdot m_0\) for the aluminum oxide and tunneling barriers of 4.2 eV for the gold electrode, and 2.8 eV for the aluminum electrode. As the work function of gold is \(\Phi_{\text{Au}} = 5.2\) eV, the extracted barrier height of 4.2 eV corresponds to a gold/aluminum oxide interface at the Schottky limit, i.e., without any barrier reduction due to charge transfer across the interface. Correspondingly, a barrier height of 3.2 eV would be expected for the aluminum barrier (taking \(\Phi_{\text{Al}} = 4.2\) eV), which is slightly larger than the extracted value of 2.8 eV. This discrepancy may be due to the formation of a dipole layer produced by charge transfer between the aluminum electrode and interfacial gap states in the aluminum oxide, which is known to reduce the barrier height.\(^30,31\) In general, the aluminum/aluminum oxide barrier height is known to strongly depend on, e.g., the growth method of the aluminum oxide.\(^32\) For smaller voltages (0 to \(-2.8\) V and 0 to \(+4.2\) V) direct tunneling is the dominant transport mechanism. Minor deviations of the experimental data from the simulated curve for \(|U| < 1\) V arise due to the applied voltage ramp, which causes transient relaxation currents and charging of defect states. These dominate over the steady-state leakage current.\(^33\) For voltages more negative than \(-2.8\) V or more positive than \(+4.2\) V the slope of the I-V curves increases. This well-known characteristic feature arises due to the transition from direct tunneling to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, that is, a transition from a trapezoidal to a triangular tunneling barrier. Consequently, the barrier thickness decreases as the applied voltage is increased. For current densities \(|j| > 10^{-7}\) A/cm\(^2\), irreversible degradation of the tunneling diode during the measurement and finally short-circuiting was observed.

These results show that the electrical properties of the MOM diodes, including the thin aluminum oxide layer, were not noticeably altered or degraded by the transfer-printing process.

Building upon the parameters determined so far, the identification of the permittivity of the printed aluminum oxide is of great interest with respect to, e.g., the discussion of aluminum oxide as high-\(k\) dielectric.\(^34\) The permittivity of the aluminum oxide layer of the printed tunneling diode was determined by capacitance measurements in which the aluminum electrode was set to ground potential and a dc voltage modulated with a small ac bias was applied to the gold electrode. A capacitance density of \(1.19 \cdot 10^{-6}\) F/cm\(^2\) was measured for the 3.6 nm thick oxygen-plasma-grown aluminum oxide layer of the transfer-printed MOM tunneling diodes. Modeling the MOM diode as a conventional parallel-plate capacitor with aluminum oxide as the dielectric,\(^35\) the permittivity can be calculated as

\[
\epsilon = \frac{C \cdot d}{\epsilon_0 \cdot A} \tag{2}
\]

Here \(C/A\) is the capacitance per unit area, \(\epsilon\) is the permittivity of the insulator, and \(d\) is the thickness of the insulator. For a dielectric thickness of 3.6 nm, a permittivity of 4.8 is not noticed.
calculated, which is much smaller than the values around 9 that are typically presented in literature for bulk aluminum oxide.\textsuperscript{36} However, it is also well-known that reducing the thickness of aluminum oxide is often accompanied by a reduction of the permittivity.\textsuperscript{37} This can also be seen in Fig. 4, where the permittivity of the printed tunneling diodes was compared to diodes in which the metals were evaporated and the aluminum oxide was deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Unlike plasma oxygen, ALD allows us to set the thickness of the AlO\textsubscript{x}-layer to any value. As has been pointed out by Hickmott,\textsuperscript{38} extracting the permittivity of the dielectric by using Eq. (2), especially for thin-film capacitors, leads to erroneous results, i.e., to an apparent reduction of \( \varepsilon \). In fact, the observed decrease of \( \varepsilon \) for ultra-thin films is due to interfacial capacitances at the metal-insulator interfaces. Thus, Eq. (2) should be replaced by

\[
\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0 \frac{A}{A} - \frac{C_0}{C_I} \cdot d. \tag{3}
\]

Here, \( C_I \) is an interface capacitance that depends on the metal contacts and is connected in series with the capacitance of the dielectric film. More precisely, \( C_I \) is not a property of the chosen metal-dielectric combination, but was found to depend on the deposition method of the metal electrode. It was concluded that the interface capacitance is not caused by the field penetration into the metal electrodes, as suggested by Mead.\textsuperscript{39} Instead, it is due to the occurrence of interface states at the metal-dielectric interface, which depends on the deposition conditions of the metal electrodes.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In summary, we have reported on the fabrication and characterization of transfer-printed MOM tunneling diodes with gold and aluminum electrodes and a 3.6 nm thick, oxygen-plasma-grown aluminum oxide dielectric. We have shown that the dielectric retains its high quality during the transfer-printing process. Tunnel currents have been measured over eight orders of magnitude, including the transition from direct tunneling to Fowler-Nordheim-tunneling. The asymmetric behavior of the printed MOM diodes makes it possible to use them as rectifying devices. By comparison to a theoretical tunneling model, the static electronic properties of the diodes, i.e., the tunneling barrier heights and the tunneling effective mass, have been determined. Capacitance measurements performed on the printed devices indicate a permittivity of about 5 for the 3.6 nm thick aluminum oxide films, which is in line with previous investigations. As the mechanical yield of the transfer-printing process is above 80\% (and even higher for smaller structures), we believe that transfer-printing is an efficient and economical process to cover large areas with rectifying MOM tunneling diodes without affecting the electrical performance of the diodes. The process can be further scaled down to arrays of nanometer-size MOM diodes to be transferred. This possibility is currently under investigation. In general, transfer-printing of structures at the nanometer scale is mostly limited by the grain size of the metal to be transferred. For example, gold is known to form clusters during metal deposition and consequently, a limit is achieved when trying to transfer very small structures where the gold on the stamp makes poor physical contact with the surface of the substrate. So far, the fabrication of gold structures with an area of 0.01 m\textsuperscript{2} in a transfer-printing process is easily possible (see Fig. 5), however, scaling down to sizes below 50 nm is challenging. By exchanging gold with, for example, gold-palladium that features a smaller grain size than gold, smaller sizes should be possible to reach.
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